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IC Group

IC GROUP is a traditional advisory, investment, banking
digital international group. It manages assets for strong
family investors with an emphasis on the privateness,
tradition, transparency and uniqueness of applied
solutions. It uses generational experience of its investors
from all over the world proven by centuries.IC GROUP is
based on a team with a strong ownership culture and is
actively expanding its operations in several parts of the
world as part of the RCC investor program.
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Founder of the
IC GROUP
The group‘s founder and current CEO is Khasan
Kuchakov Kurbonovich, DrSc., who specializes in
investment consultancy and investor relations, when the
group has opened offices in more than 15 countries so
far.
He has many years of international, diplomatic and
business successes with prestigious partners in
countries such as Russia, Belarus, Uzbekistan, Ukraine,
Kyrgyzstan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, the United Arab
Emirates, Turkey, Kuwait and Iran.
“We put unique generational client experience with
investment assets at the heart of our solutions, and
leading family-based private investors can address us
with their biggest challenges.”
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GOALS
& VISIONS
What is our goal
We want to remain at the forefront of investment and
banking innovations and bring our experience, technical
skills and creativity in projects to the challenging goals
we have adopted.
• Development and innovation of creative ideas
• Effective strategies
• Focus on business growth
• Added value of the portfolio
• Tradition and long-term prosperity
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Valuable investment projects
Investments in leading European real estate, private
capital, digitization and major technology
or manufacturing companies.
• Europe
• Malaysia
• Central Asia
• Middle and Far East
• South America

IC CONSULTING
PORTAL
IC CONSULTING PORTAL is a consultancy program that
pioneers the privately conceived hybrid banking and
investment program provided on the global level with
regard to the local specifics. It offers help and is the
right choice for wealth management planning, financial
or banking planning or long-term asset preservation
strategies.
IC CONSULTING PORTAL, a program of IC GROUP, consists
of a team of experienced experts providing investment
advice and sophisticated planning at the highest
standard with an emphasis on privacy and uniqueness.
In the IC GROUP we are fully aware of the desire of
investors or individuals with high personal wealth to
strive to optimize taxes and protect the creditors in the
international community. Our experts and collaborators
within the IC CONSULTING PORTAL program know how
to structure tax-efficient international assets to achieve
the highest possible return on investment.
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IC INVEST
PORTAL
IC INVEST PORTAL is a program of a private investment
IC GROUP. Its mission is to provide clients with innovative
products and services that are tailored to their
individual needs.
IC INVEST PORTAL represents ROYAL licensed investment
companies, qualified investor funds and specialized
funds. As an investor, you profit from the entire portfolio
tire portfolio consisting of selected investment projects.
The portfolio includes, for instance, IC INVEST FUND
SICAV, a.s. (“ICIF“) and its subfunds, such as ICIF Asset
Management subfund, ICIF Financial Solutions subfund,
ICIF Tech Park subfund and other ROYAL platforms that
are under preparation along with investors. With this
composition of the portfolio, we achieve a diversified,
very constant and at the same time attractive
appreciation.
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IC BANK
PORTAL
IC BANK PORTAL is a global banking program of the
investment group IC GROUP. Depending on the specific
jurisdiction in which IC GROUP operates, the program
consists of selected banking partners covering the
scope of the activities of the key investors of IC GROUP
and its portfolio.
IC BANK PORTAL uses unique hybrid banking structures
operating on the ABS payment standard platform of
ABS PAYMENT. It provides its services directly within the
prestigious financial program of RCC.
IC BANK PORTAL is, thanks to its international reach,
qualified professional management with a sense of
vision and maximum detail in the field of finance,
private banking and related traditions, a respected
group and its partners already tested and recognized
across generations. The investor or client uses financial
services on the highest private basis within the ABS and
UHB system.
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IC DIGITAL
PORTAL
High security, transaction speed and unique investment
environment with a new digital currency created for a
regulated banking and fund environment.
It provides a private exchange with transactions in a
digital regulated currency with the gold standard and
fixation on world currencies. It also emphasizes strict
security standards and high speed of payments within
the structure of the prestigious ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB
program.
IC DIGITAL PORTAL emphasizes the four primary pillars
that make our digital exchange one of the most sought
after on the market. These are speed, reliability, security
and unique currency.
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IC EDUCATION
PORTAL
We live in an era when the need to invest is growing.
Money is very cheap nowadays, so savings do not even
cover the inflation. The illusion of a desire to get rich
quick is abused by many companies so in our opinion
education is essential.
We have prepared a certified course for you where
you will learn everything essential so that you can be
an ambassador of our prestigious THE ROYAL CAPITAL
CLUB program. After viewing the individual lessons and
successfully passing the final test, you will receive a
certificate thanks to which you can become a member
of the RCC and get the opportunity to invest in funds
and selected investment projects through the THE ROYAL
MARKET portal.
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IC MARKET
PORTAL
The IC MARKET PORTAL is a completely new and unique
project on the world market, thanks to which you have
the possibility of cross-border online investments in the
structures of the prestigious RCC program, including
complete online onboarding of the investor or the
possibility of using the regulated hybrid payment
platform THE ABS PAYMENT. It enables the digitization
of payments and transactions and the investor‘s own
assets, i.e. to automatically switch from the classic
payment system to the digital world where you get a
financial perspective without any restrictions.
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IC INVEST FUND

The investment fund IC INVEST FUND (“ICIF”) is one of
the investment programs of traditional family investors
within the multinational investment group IC GROUP and
the prestigious program THE ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB.
Its partner network operates worldwide and looks
for suitable investment opportunities for its clients
according to their selected portfolio and the scope
of their operations. The ICIF uses regulated hybrid
banking structures built through the unique platforms
THE ABS PAYMENT and IC MARKET, and offers investment
opportunities to clients worldwide without territorial and
time constraints.
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THE ROYAL
CAPITAL CLUB
THE ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB (“RCC“) is a premium program
of prestigious club investing of a royal investment fund
of the traditional Malaysian and South-East Asian royal
family and international investment IC GROUP. CC offers
unique investment products and services according
to the individual wishes or needs of each member. It
selects the most convenient investment opportunities
and banking products across the world’s financial
markets.
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THE ORB

„THE ORB“ project is a chain of twelve unique private
residences located around the world that form the
background for THE ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB. RIFK and the
Malaysian Royal Family are the creators of the current
concept of this unique concept.
THE ORB – Chateau Protivin – is the first of these twelve
residences to be presented by RCC. It is a chateau
located in the heart of Europe, in the south of the Czech
Republic, which will be used for accommodation,
educational and representative purposes for investors
and partners of THE ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB.
Other THE ORB headquarters are planned in Germany,
Italy, Malaysia and other exciting locations that RCC will
gradually unveil.
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THE ROYAL
ABS PAYMENT
THE ROYAL ABS PAYMENT is a leading global partner
in the field of complex financial solutions, within the
international investment group IC GROUP and the
prestigious banking program THE ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB.
It will connect the world of fiat currencies with the world
of electronic “Stable Royal eMoney”. It will create a
closed loop environment for financial transactions, it
will issue “Stable Royal eMoney” and settle transactions
through block-chain technologies.
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THE ROYAL
FRANCHISE
The „RCC“, whose membership base consists of several
of the world‘s royal families as well as other prominent
families and internationally significant investors, offers
financial-investment licensed franchise programs that
can be obtained through IC GROUP as the central
franchisor. These programs represent a unique concept
in the global investment and banking market.
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Thank you
for your attention
IC GROUP
ic.management
info@ic.management

ROYAL CAPITAL CLUB
info@royalcapitalclub.com
info@royalcc.club

GREAT BRITAIN
30 st Mary’s Axe
The City London Greater London
EC3A 8BF
United Kingdom
T: +44 208 089 6225

THE ORB
theorb.global
chateautheorb.com
welcome@chateautheorb.com

THE ROYAL FRANCHISE
ic.management (central franchisor)
franchise@ic.management

ic management

MALTA
Tower Street
Tower Business Centre Swatar
BKR 4013
Malta

THE ROYAL ABS PAYMENT
abspayment.com
info@abspayment.com

